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FFiirrsstt  EERRCCIIMM  WWoorrkksshhoopp  
oonn  eeMMoobbiilliittyy
by Torsten Braun

The first ERCIM Workshop on eMobility has been held at
University of Coimbra, Portugal on 21 May 2007 prior to
the International Conference on Wired/Wireless
Communications. More than 20 participants attended
this workshop for which twelve presentations have been
selected by the international program committee out of
21 submissions.

After the official opening by the chair of the ERCIM

eMobility Working Groug Torsten Braun, Prof. Luis M. Cor-

reia from Technical University of Lisbon gave a keynote talk

on "eMobility: present and future challenges". Prof. Correia

is a steering committee member of the eMobility Technology

Platform (ETP) and chairs the working group on applica-

tions. In his very interesting talk, he presented the activities,

vision and goals of the ETP. This triggered intensive discus-

sions about the possible future cooperation among ETP and

eMobility WG.

Three technical sessions complemented the programme. The

first session chaired by Giovanni Giambene (University of

Siena) on "Traffic Engineering and Mobility Management"

discussed the issues of adaptivity and mobility in future

mobile networks. It has been discussed how Orthogonal Fre-

quency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation in 4G

networks can be made adaptive to optimize performance and

minimize bit errors. Another presentation showed an adap-

tive layered video encoding mechanism over wireless net-

works using a fuzzy-logic based control algorithm. A further

important issue are the effects of mobility on network per-

formance. The number of handovers can be important for

system performance parameters such as call blocking proba-

bility. The last talk of this session identified severe problems

of handover latencies in Mobile IP networks by analysis of

protocols in real test-beds. Significant research efforts seem

to be required in the future in order to solve these problems.

MMUUSSCCLLEE  aatt  CCeeBBIITT
The MUSCLE Network of Excellence (Multimedia
Understanding through Semantics, Computation and
Learning), coordinated by INRIA and ERCIM, presented
its activities and showcases on a booth at CeBIT, the
largest IT fair worldwide, from 15-21 March 2007 in
Hannover, Germany. As part of its dissemination
activities, various partners of the network presented
their multimedia expertise through interactive
demonstrations.

Live demos allowed visitors to try out and experiment with

'Maps of Music' exploring musical landscapes and listening

to selected music using the PlaySOM application and the

'PocketSOMPlayer' developed at Technical University

Vienna. By applying self-organising maps (SOM) - a  sub-

type of artificial neural networks - to automatically analyzed

audio content (frequency spectra), researchers have created

an innovative way to organize music by sound similarity.

After categorization, the content of an audio collection is

displayed on the screen of a laptop or mobile device as a

topographic map where colour represents the density of a

particular genre in the collection. The user can then select a

playlist reflecting his or her mood by drawing a path through

this audio landscape.

A research group at the EC3 - E-Commerce Competence

Center, Vienna, Austria, demonstrated 'The Media Square', a

SOM-based 3D Virtual World allowing users from all over

the world listening to music together as well as attending

meetings in a virtual world. 

INRIA presented a video-clip copy detection software that

identifies copied parts in a video even if it was remastered.

This is a useful tool to control the copyrights of digital con-

tents on the web and on TV, and also a powerful tool to ana-

lyze and explore these data. A crucial difficulty is the funda-

mental difference between a copy and the notion of similar

image encountered in Content-Based Retrieval: a copy is not

an identical or a near replicated video sequence but rather a

transformed video sequence. These photometric or geomet-

ric transformations (gamma and contrast transformations,

overlay, shift, etc) can greatly modify the signal, and there-

fore a copy can in fact be visually less similar than other

kinds of videos that might be considered similar. 

MUSCLE aims at establishing and fostering closer collabo-

ration between research groups in multimedia data mining

and machine learning. The goal is to explore the full poten-

tial of statistical learning and cross-modal interaction for the

(semi)-automatic generation of robust meta-data with high

semantic value for multimedia documents.

Link:

http://www.muscle-noe.org/ 

Please contact:

Patricia Ho-Hune, MUSCLE project manager

ERCIM office

E-mail: patricia.ho-hune@ercim.org

MUSCLE booth at CeBit. 
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EERRCCIIMM  WWoorrkkiinngg  GGrroouupp
''DDeeppeennddaabbllee  EEmmbbeeddddeedd
SSyysstteemmss''::  FFoorrtthhccoommiinngg
AAccttiivviittiieess  aanndd  WWoorrkksshhooppss
This year, the ERCIM Working Group ‘Dependable
Embedded Systems' (DES-WG) will (co)organize several
workshops together with the European Integrated
Project DECOS (Dependable Embedded Components
and Systems). 

DES-WG is a partner of the DECOS project, and is charged

with the task of disseminating the project results. In return,

DECOS sponsors the DES-WG workshops. DES-WG has a

presence at the following events:

• Open Forum on Time-Triggered Technologies; Toulouse,

24-25 April 2007

• ARTEMIS Annual Conference; Berlin, 4 June 2007

• ARTEMIS Standardization Working Group Meeting;

Brussels, 25 May 2007

• INDIN07 - Industrial Informatics; Vienna, 23-26 July

2007 (with a special session on dependable embedded

systems – see http://www.indin2007.org)

• Euromicro 2007; Lübeck, 27-31 August 2007 (with an

ERCIM/DECOS workshop (http://www.euromicro.org)

• SAFECOMP 2007; Nuremberg, 18-21 September 2007

(with a DECOS/ERCIM workshop – see call for papers on

page 69).

The papers of INDIN07 will be published as IEEE proceed-

ings, while the other workshop papers will also be reviewed

and will be published as ERCIM proceedings. The work-

shops cover major issues of embedded systems technology,

and both posters and oral presentations are given. The areas

covered include basic technology, overviews, research chal-

lenges, application areas, and education and training. They

are excellent opportunities to advertise both ERCIM and the

DECOS project.

Links: 

http://its.arcs.ac.at/ercim/

http://www.decos.at/ 

Please contact: 

Erwin Schoitsch, ERCIM DES-WG coordinator

Austrian Research Centers - ARC / AARIT

E-mail: erwin.schoitsch@arcs.ac.at

Another hot research topic has been discussed in the first

afternoon session on "Wireless (Sensor) Networks" chaired

by Geert Heijenk (University of Twente). Energy-efficiency

is a key problem in sensor networks and approaches for

communication protocol design mostly rely on cross-layer

concepts, where various protocol layers such as routing and

medium access control are integrated with each other. Posi-

tions of tracked objects and events should be determined as

accurate as possible. Several positioning technologies exist.

One talk proposed to combine these in order to increase

accuracy. Another important issue is security in wireless sen-

sor networks. A variety of security mechanisms exist, but

many of them are too complex to be implemented on avail-

able sensor node resources. A compiler has been proposed to

select and configure appropriate security mechanisms and

protocols dependent on application requirements and sensor

node node constraints.

The final session discussed various issues in "Pervasive

Computing and Mobile Applications" chaired by Saverio

Mascolo (Poltecnico di Bari). Many context-sensitive appli-

cations and services are currently being developed. Context

information, eg location or sensor information need to be

exchanged. This can be done in different ways, eg by intelli-

gent flooding, shared tuple spaces, or mobile agents. The

fourth talk addressed the issue of authentication in a mobile

service environment using available technologies from GSM.

The first workshop of the ERCIM WG on eMobility has

been a big success in particular when considering the quality

of the presentations. This could only be achieved due to the

excellent work of authors and reviewers. The hosts at Uni-

versity of Coimbra not only provided excellent meeting

facilities, but also organized to published printed workshop

proceedings (ISBN: 978-972-95988-9-0). 

Link:

http://emobility.unibe.ch/ 

Please contact:

Torsten Braun

ERCIM eMobility Working Group coordinator

Berne University / SARIT, Switzerland

E-mail: braun@iam.unibe.ch

Keynot speaker Luis M. Correia together with Edmundo Monteiro,
Universtiy Comibra, the local organizer of the workshop.

ERCIM/DECOS booth
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